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• Abstract (300 words):
The current situation has limited the graphic visual interaction tutors, and students usually have during individual and group tutorials in the design studio. During these crucial constructive moments, tutors and students exchange various ideas and, usually, support their verbal descriptions with drawings, models, and quick sketches made on the spot during the meeting to clarify concepts or suggest ways to develop ideas further. Hence, sketches and drawings are used as a visual language that supports, expands or clarifies the verbal explanations. It is evident that, in this context, oral and visual communication support and complement each other. Obviously, moving all our tutorials online has limited this kind of real-time graphic visual interaction. Lecture-based modules are not affected in the same way by the current situation. Moreover, interaction during design tutorials cannot be substituted by asynchronous sessions such as recorded lectures or recorded tutorials because during design tutorials students and tutors explore creative solutions together interactively, and each exchange of ideas can open up new exciting hypothesis and investigations. Each design solution is different and has a personal
development tailored around each student’s design and cultural preferences. This ongoing research is exploring digital tools and methodologies to support design-based activities. In particular, the project is investigating the use of a graphic tablet with a stylus (a digital pen for a touch screen) and a selection of digital tools. The technology is mature enough to replicate in a satisfactory way what we can do with several analogue tools, also thanks to the stylus being pressure sensitive. The use of a stylus and the possibility to manipulate images on a touch screen replicate the immediacy of the actions and visual communication that take place during tutorials in the design studio. The paper will present how this technology is being used together with software packages during design studio activities.
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